




Dried figs in packaging, in chocolates, in energy bars, in fruit breads, in coconut coated cubes... We
do not stop searching for new flavours and exclusive ways to enjoy this product. Creativity and
Development are the two fundamental pillars of our company.

Our Philosophy



Welcome

La Vera, a natural paradise in the heart of
northern Extremadura, is the birthplace of La
Dama de la Vera. This family business, which is
in its fourth generation, works with a fig of
supreme quality due to the conditions in which
it develops: a majestic nature and an unbeatable
microclimate.



To the northeast of the province of Cáceres is
La Vera.This one is contemplated by the
summits of Sierra de Gredos, turns out to be a
privileged enclave where the water possesses

an absolute protagonism, a microclimate
softens the temperatures and the fertility of
the land turns out to be astonishing in all the
cultures of the region. La Vera is a recognized
natural paradise.

Region of La Vera



The dried fig is the product par excellence
that La Dama de la Vera markets. Originally
from the Mediterranean, the fig has been a
delicacy of many cultures throughout history
due to its select and sweet flavor.

The offer of our catalog is very diverse: the
best varieties of figs covered with chocolate,
covered with coconut, in chocolates, in
energy bars, etc.

The Fig
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A land consecrated
by nature itself.

La Vera



Water and Land

The plentiful gorges and
pools of crystal-clear water
are the most characteristic
natural element of La Vera.

This water of superior
quality is what has given the
green valleys through which
it flows from the Sierra de
Tormantos to its mouth in
the Tiétar River.



The abundant vegetation,
the almost 50 natural water
gorges and the adjacent
mountains ensure that La
Vera boasts an exceptional
microclimate for cultivation.

This is a land brimming with
fertility.

Why is it a
privileged place
for cultivation?



Based in Losar de
la Vera, this almost
century-old family
business has
become a national
leader in the
speciality of dried
figs.

La Dama de
la Vera



Production

La Dama de la Vera is
positioned as the brand that
moves the most volume in
Spain: more than one million
kilos of dried figs a year.

Our product is distributed
throughout Spain, and the
foreign market is also
increasingly important for
our company. We reach
destinations such as the
USA, England, Denmark,
Germany, Portugal, Holland,
the United Arab Emirates...



The star product is the
packaged dried fig, but we
also make chocolate-
covered figs, coconut-
covered figs, chocolates,
energy bars, etc.

We do not cease in our
constant search for new
and exotic flavours.

Products
marketed by
La Dama de la

Vera



Figs were already a widespread food in Egypt
more than 10,000 years ago. It is said that it
was Queen Cleopatra's favourite food. Called
"the fruit of the philosophers", Platón based his

diet on dried figs. Today, are increasingly in
demand in the Mediterranean Diet because of
their extraordinary health benefits.

The figs throughout history



Figs are highly recommended
in natural and healthy diets
because of their great
benefits:

Properties of
the figs

→ High fibre content.

→ Excellent source of rapidly
assimilated energy.

→ Aphrodisiac properties:
increases the production of
sex hormones.

→ High in Omega 3 and
Omega 6 content.

→ Cholesterol and blood
glucose regulator.



The entire process of treating
the fig is subject to rigorous
quality controls, from its entry
into the warehouse to its
packaging or transformation.

Analysis, sampling and
continuous quality controls take
place at each stage, both in La
Dama de la Vera´s laboratory
and in official laboratories.

The result is a very careful
product of excellent quality.
This is why we are leaders in
Spain.

Fig Treatment



Product Catalog



Due to their excellent quality they are one of the
most appreciated varieties on the market. They
are dry figs of extraordinary quality, tender, with
an intense sweetness, which display a fine skin
and delicate seeds.

At La Dama de La Vera we sell this variety Cuello
de Dama in two categories: Extra and Primera.

Dried fig: Cuello de Dama



Formats: Cuello de Dama Extra

▶ 500 gramos ▶ 400 gramos ▶ 250 gramos

Formats: Cuello de Dama Extra



Formats: Cuello de Dama Primera

▶ 500 gramos ▶ 400 gramos ▶ 250 gramos

Formats: Cuello de Dama Primera



The category of Dried Figs: Del País includes the
smaller varieties, mainly Calabacita or Pajarero and
Granito.

They are very sweet fruits, with very thin skin and
honeyed pulp.

Dried Fig: Del País



We have five different formats of this variety:

▶ 1 kilogramo ▶ 600 gramos ▶ 500 gramos ▶ 400 gramos ▶ 250 gramos

Formats: Del País



Our creative inquisitiveness has drove us to
experiment and develop new flavours, alternative
recipes and delicious combinations. Today, our
specialities are very successful in the market: fruit

breads, fig and walnut, chocolate fig bonbon, fig
and dried pitted apricot tray, chocolate-covered
figs and nuts and fig cubes covered in coconut.

SPECIALITIES



They are products with a high percentage of
natural ingredients from Extremadura. Three
different flavours for the most exclusive
palates: Fig, Date and Apricot.

Fruit Breads

They are a perfect appetizer to recharge
energy. A very complete and healthy food.



Available in two elegant cases:

▶ Case of 6 units.

▶ Case of 12 units.

We have combined the best dried figs and
walnuts from Extremadura to offer a delicious and
nutritious delicacy.

A handmade product with which we update the
historically known in our region as "turrón de
pobres", "zurrón" or "casamiento".

Fig and walnut



The culmination of the pleasure comes with our
Figs covered in chocolate.

An unmistakable sweet for our palate with which
we will instantly recover our energy reserves in
the most appetizing way.

Figs with chocolate



A real pleasure for the most exquisite and sweet-
toothed palates.

A very energetic sweet due to the combination of
chocolate with nuts, quality dried fruits.

Chocolate-covered nuts



A delight for coconut lovers. These cubes make it
easier to eat, allowing the flavour of each piece to
be very intense.

Another of the sweets that will provide more
instant energy to our body.

Fig cubes covered in coconut



These Fig and Dried Pitted Apricot Trays are a
perfect snack for snacking between meals.

100% healthy and with products exclusively from
Extremadura.

Fig and dried pitted apricot tray



Available in two elegant cases:

▶ Case of 6 units.

▶ Case of 12 units

A real pleasure for the senses. Our best Figs
of the variety Cuello de Dama Extra covered
with delicious Belgian chocolate. A very
balanced taste.

Chocolate Fig Bonbon



Today, we continue to research new and exotic
flavours with which to combine this nutritional
delight. We present you a product, whose base
is the fig, that is receiving sensational

valuations in the market: the fig energy bars. A
delicacy to enjoy the best fig from
Extremadura in a different way.

NEWS



Snack totalmente natural compuesto
únicamente por higos, frutos secos y especias.

La energía que muchas barritas te ofrecen
pero con alimentos exclusivamente naturales.

Barritas energéticas

▶ Formato de 5 barritas por caja.

▶ Caja expositora de 30 unidades.



Quality and Food Safety

The IFS (International Featured Standards) are international standards focused on
food, products and services. These standards ensure that the products being sold
comply with safety standards and are subject to frequent quality control.

This is why La Dama de la Vera is fully assured of the quality, safety and reliability
food in all its products.

La Dama de la Vera has the International Certificate
of Compliance with the IFS Food, related to food
safety and quality.



Catálogo de productos

500 g, 400 g, 250 g

500 g, 400 g, 250 g

1 kilogramo, 600 g, 500 g, 400 g, 250 g

DRIED FIGS: CUELLO DE DAMA EXTRA

FIG AND WALNUTDRIED FIGS: CUELLO DE DAMA PRIMERA

DRIED FIG: DEL PAÍS

CHOCOLATE FIG BONBON

FIG ENERGY BARS

FIG AND DRIED PITTED APRICOT TRAY

FRUIT BREADS: FIG, DATE, APRICOT

FIG CUBES COVERED IN COCONUT,
CHOCOLATE-COVERED NUTS AND FIG



CONTACT

PRODUCTOS BIOVERA S.L.

Polígono Industrial “Las Tres Barras” - 10460 Losar de la Vera (Cáceres)

Telephone 927 570 397
Fax 927 570 516

biovera@delavera.com

www.delavera.com




